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Abstract: Hyperspectral imaging technology with sufficiently discriminative spectral and spatial information brings new opportunities for robust facial image recognition. However, hyperspectral imaging poses several challenges including a low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), intra-person misalignment of wavelength bands, and a high data dimensionality. Many studies have proven that both global and local facial features play an important role in face recognition. This research proposed a novel local features extraction algorithm for hyperspectral facial images using local patch based low-rank tensor decomposition that also preserves the neighborhood relationship and spectral dimension information. Additionally, global contour features were extracted using the polar discrete fast Fourier transform (PFFT) algorithm, which addresses many challenges relevant to human face recognition such as illumination, expression, asymmetrical (orientation), and aging changes. Furthermore, an ensemble classifier was developed by combining the obtained local and global features. The proposed method was evaluated by using the Poly-U Database and was compared with other existing hyperspectral face recognition algorithms. The illustrative numerical results demonstrate that the proposed algorithm is competitive with the best CRC_RLS and PLS methods.
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1. Introduction

Intra-person differences in terms of emotions, view point, illumination variations, and occlusion effects are still a challenging problem for face recognition tasks. It is necessary to research and develop an effective method for exploring the unexposed information rather than the structure and texture in a facial spatial domain. From this point of view, hyperspectral imaging (HSI) technology is considered as a technical solution since it provides the information beyond the human visible spectrum. The other reason is that the cost of hyperspectral cameras has been significantly reduced due to the rapid development of relevant technology. Therefore, hyperspectral imaging has become a popular tool for object detection and recognition.

The structure of a hyperspectral image is in a 3D data cube format that comprises of two spatial dimensions and one spectral dimension. As shown in Figure 1a, a hyperspectral image consists of tens to hundreds of bands, which increases the intra-face discrimination. As shown in Figure 1b, each pixel point of a facial image is represented as a spectrum or a vector which indicates the reflectance as a function of wavelength that is able to enhance spatial heterogeneities. The cause of the difference in spectral reflectance between the same points of inter-person (as an example of Figure 1) or intra-person...
skin are chromophores such as melanin, water, oxygenated or deoxygenated hemoglobin, and other chemicals [1,2]. On the other hand, the processing of hyperspectral images has a number of challenges. For example, a high dimension hyperspectral facial image increases the computational complexity of the process. Low-SNR information in hyperspectral facial images has an impact on the experimental performance. The phenomenon of intra-person misalignment variation that should be avoided also affects hyperspectral image processing. Furthermore, the hyperspectral reflectance feature of facial skin can be affected by environmental factors such as blood vessel pattern and pigmentation variation over time; these features—including blood vessel patterns and pigmentation variation—may exist throughout an individual’s lifetime. Apart from the above challenges, there are few publicly available hyperspectral face libraries for researchers to use, so the related research have been fewer in number.

Pan et al. [3] demonstrated that the spectral-only algorithm performed better than the spatial-based face recognition approach. In [3], the experimental tests were based on the hyperspectral face database with 31 spectral bands ranging from 700 nm to 1000 nm at hand-picked locations. Unfortunately, such experiments could not be duplicated on other public hyperspectral facial image databases [4]; Uzair et al. [5] proved that the spectral-only algorithm was unsatisfied for face classification based on either their own established face database or two public hyperspectral facial image databases. Di et al. [6] proposed a feature band selection algorithm and three recognition methods for hyperspectral facial image processing including a whole band principal component analysis (PCA), a single band PCA with decision level fusion, and a band subset fusion based PCA. Uzair et al. [7] proposed a spatial-spectral feature extraction method based on the 3D discrete cosine transform and formulated a PLS regression for accurate classification. They [8] further put forward a band fusion method using spatial-spectral covariance to solve the problem of misalignment bands for a hyperspectral facial image. Shen et al. [9] proposed a 3D Gabor wavelet, which incorporated both spatial and spectral information. Zhu et al. [10] improved the 3D Gabor feature extraction algorithm using the memetic method to optimize parameters for accurate classification. Pan et al. [11] generated a spectral-face that preserved high-spatial and high-spectral resolution to achieve better classification results than that of eigenfaces [12] using single and multiple bands.

Fortunately, technology for grayscale or RGB based facial image processing has been explored and matured in the past few years, and these algorithms can be extended to hyperspectral
facial image processing. Feature representation plays an important role in the processing of large-scale, complex datasets or high-dimensional structure data with low intrinsic dimension. The sparse representation [13–15] concept from neurobiology transforms the visual natural images into appropriate sparse expressions quickly and accurately. It is a low cost technology with suitable dictionaries and sparse coefficients to simplify learning tasks as well as reduce the modeling complexity. Sparse representation is a linear data analysis method based on vectors and matrices. In contrast, tensor decomposition [16–18] is a multi-linear data analysis with three or more dimension input data. Vasilescu et al. [16] introduced the ‘TensorFaces’ method using the higher order singular value decomposition (HOSVD) to naturally analyze the multifactor structure of image ensembles such as scene geometry, viewpoint, and illumination conditions. However, its weakness lay in the difficulty in obtaining a large number of the required coefficients of facial images in the testing phase. Savas et al. [17] adopted the factor coefficients learning algorithm, which created respective subspaces for each individual facial image in order to reduce factor coefficients. Furthermore, Fourier transform based algorithms play an important role in image feature extraction [19–24]. Lai et al. [19] proposed a holistic facial representation method that combined wavelet transform and Fourier transform which had the advantage of remaining invariant in translation, scale, and on-the-plane rotation. Sao et al. [20] proposed a facial imaging representation method based on the phase spectrum of 2D Fourier transform, which preserved the edges locations for a given facial image and reduced the adverse effect of illumination. Jing et al. [21] applied the fractional Fourier transform (FrFT) into the discrimination analysis technique for robust face recognition. Zhang et al. [22] proposed a facial expression recognition algorithm based on Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) which combined the amplitude spectrum and the phase spectrum with two different images, respectively, to generate a hybrid image. Likewise, Angadi et al. [23] proposed a robust face recognition model using Polar FFT features as symbolic data.

Ensemble classifier, as a very efficient technique, has good classification performance by combining of multiple classifiers. That is, the classification performance of the ensemble classifier is better than that of the best single classifier [25–28]. Yan et al. [25] designed a set of multiple correlation filters matching different face sub-regions to optimize the overall correlation outputs. Li et al. [26] trained an ensemble model able to minimize the empirical risk for the patch-representation features. Cheng et al. [29] gathered several classification results obtained from different algorithms to generate a regional voting framework embedded by a holistic algorithm and then conducted a final decision. In the present study, the above-mentioned methods were given attention and were introduced into hyperspectral face recognition processing. This paper presents a novel ensemble classifier algorithm that combined both the local classifiers using the tensor decomposition feature extraction method and global classifiers using the pseudo-polar fast Fourier transform feature extraction method for hyperspectral facial image (HFI) processing. The first research focus was to apply the Trucker decomposition [30,31] and a tensor network contractor (NCON) algorithm [32,33] to achieve dimensionality reduction and local feature extraction simultaneously. Then, a local ensemble classifier (LEC) could be obtained by combination multiply local Naive Bayesian (NB) classifiers [34] using particle swarm optimization (PSO) [35]. The second research focus was to apply polar discrete fast Fourier transform (PFFT) to describe holistic face contour features, which focused on several challenging problems such as illumination, expression, orientation, and aging changes. Finally, we combined the global classifier and the LEC to obtain a satisfied decision using the PSO method. The flow chart of the proposed algorithm is shown in Figure 2.

Note that several feature extracting methods for hyperspectral 3D image are based on a fused 2D image as illustrated in Figure 3. Since the Fourier transform based global feature extraction module and weight learning modules are based on the fusion of the 2D hyperspectral facial image, in this case, Uzair’s algorithm [8] was employed to incorporate the local spatial information as well as efficiently remove the noise by averaging the spectral and spatial dimensions; in addition, it effectively dealt with inter-band alignment errors such as eye blinks or small expression variations.
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Figure 2. Flow chart of the proposed algorithm.

Figure 3. Band fusion process of a hyperspectral facial image. The images (left) represent a 3D hyperspectral image, and the (right) image is the fused 2D image.

The remainder of this study is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the related work of the tensor algorithm. Section 3 introduces the proposed ensemble classifier model. Section 4 discusses the experimental results obtained from two hyperspectral facial image databases. This study is summarized in Section 5.

2. Related Work

In fact, tensors have two distinct features including exchange rules and multidimensional properties for the coordinate system. It also provides a powerful mathematical framework tool for analyzing the multifactor structured high-dimensional data, especially in the field of pattern recognition and machine vision; this section provides some notions and basic definitions about the tensor used in the present research work. High-order tensor data distinguished from a vector (first-order tensor) and a matrix (second-order tensor) should be compressed into a smaller size or factorized into an easy-to-interpret component. The Tucker decomposition (TKD) and canonical polyadic decomposition (CPD) [31,32] are mainly introduced in the following.

Tensors can be considered as a set of multidimensional data arrays, denoted by underlined capital letters $\underline{A}$; matrices are denoted by uppercase letters $A$, and vectors are denoted by lower-case letters $v$. The first notion of a tensor related to this research is Mode-$d$ vectors, which are a process of unfolding a $P$-order tensor $T \in \mathbb{R}^{l_1 \times l_2 \times \cdots \times l_d \times \cdots \times l_P}$ into a matrix like form $T_{(d)} \in \mathbb{R}^{l_d \times T_d}$ in which $T_d = \sum_{i=1,i\neq d}^{P} L_i$ by keeping a fixed index $L_d$ and varying the other indices. Next, we discuss several different tensor products as follows. The mode-$d$ product of a tensor and a matrix is expressed as $T = G \times_d S$, which is equivalent to $T_{(d)} = GS_{(d)}$. An outer product of a tensor is defined as $C = S \circ T = s_{m_{12} \cdots m_{l_1 l_2 \cdots l_P}}$, where $T \in \mathbb{R}^{L_1 \times L_2 \times \cdots \times L_d \times \cdots \times L_P}$ and $S \in \mathbb{R}^{N_1 \times \cdots \times N_d \times L_{l_1} \times \cdots \times L_{l_P}}$. Since CPD decomposes a high-order tensor into a multiple tensor sum of rank-1, it is typically used for factorizing data into easy-to-interpret components. For example,
considering rank-1 decomposition for a diagonal tensor \( T \in \mathbb{R}^{L_1 \times L_2 \times \ldots \times L_d \times \ldots \times L_P} \), it can be expressed as an outer product sum of \( N \) vectors under a special case:

\[
T = \sum_{r=1}^{R} \sigma_r u_1^{(r)} \odot u_2^{(r)} \odot \cdots \odot u_P^{(r)}
\]  

(1)

where \( \sigma_r \) sum equals to 1. The rank of the \( P \)th order tensor \( T(R) \) represents the minimum number of a rank-1 tensor that is in a linear combination, denoted as \( R = \text{rank}_1(T) \). The rank-\( k \) of the \( P \)th order tensor \( T(R_k) \) is the dimension of \( k \)-mode vector unfolding vector space, denoted as \( R_k = \text{rank}_k(T) = \text{rank} \left( T_{(k)} \right) \).

In general, the Tucker core cannot be diagonalized, so unconstrained Tucker decomposition (TKD) mostly achieves the goal of dimensionality reduction. Some constraints containing orthogonality, sparsity, and nonnegativity are often imposed on basis vectors or core tensors for a TKD to obtain meaningful and unique factors or component matrices. In this study, we adopted a model integrated orthogonality constraint into basis tensors called higher order singular value decomposition (HOSVD), which is similar to the SVD decomposition of matrix. The SVD intends to orthogonalize two spaces and decomposes a matrix \( T \) as \( T = U_1 \sum U_2^T \), but this product can be given as \( T = \sum U_1 \times_2 U_2 \) for a tensor decomposition. Likewise, HOSVD orthogonalizes \( P \) spaces and expresses a tensor as a mode-\( P \) product in \( P \)-orthogonal spaces:

\[
T = Z \times_1 U_1 \times_2 U_2 \times_3 U_3 \cdots \times P U_P
\]

(2)

Unfold vector equivalent form of Equation (2) as a series of mode-\( k \) product (Kronecker product):

\[
T_{(k)} = U_k Z_{(k)} \left[ U_{k+1} \otimes U_{k+2} \otimes \cdots \otimes U_P \otimes U_1 \otimes U_2 \otimes \cdots \otimes U_{k-1} \right]^T
\]

(3)

3. Extraction Features for Hyperspectral Facial Image

This subsection describes the proposed algorithms including a path-based low rank local features extraction method and a PFFT-based global features extraction method.

3.1. Local Feature Extraction

3.1.1. Discriminative Patch Selection

Before local features extraction processing, we first selected the discriminative local feature spaces (eyebrows, eyes, nose, etc.) called patches using the classic algorithm of the Fisher ratio. The candidate patches with different sizes generated from an image are employed to construct multiple local classifiers, which have different discriminating capacities. However, these patches usually contribute differently to the classification result. Therefore, the selection of patches is based on the largest discriminating capacities as well as the smallest correlation. In this paper, the Fisher ratio was exploited to measure the class separation of different patches using local binary patterns (LBP) [36,37] and Gabor [38,39] features; these features are considered as the best operators to describe facial images. The selection process is clearly shown in Figure 4. Note that LBP is a powerful tool for coding facial appearance and texture fine details while Gabor features encode facial shape and appearance information on a series of coarser scales. It is clear that their rich complementarity information makes the fused features more discriminatory. The original LBP proposed by Ojala et al. [40] as a texture feature extraction operator was defined within a window of \( 3 \times 3 \) pixels.

It is clear that a small area within a fixed radius is clearly not sufficient for variable dimensions and frequency textures. Furthermore, the LBP operator is grayscale invariant, but it is not rotationally invariant. Ojala et al. [41] improved a LBP operator by extending a \( 3 \times 3 \) pixels neighborhood to a circular neighborhood with any radius \( R \) and any number of sampling points \( P \). Hence, it generated
P² patterns, which raised a large number of data processing problems. In order to overcome this weakness, a uniform pattern LBP was employed to solve this problem. The uniform pattern, as defined as the cyclic binary number corresponding to an LBP, has two hops from 0 to 1 or from 1 to 0. In the present research, we used the uniform pattern LBP method to extract features.

On the other hand, the use of Gabor wavelets in extracting the local space and frequency domain information of the target object is very similar to the visual stimuli response of simple cells in the human visual system. Gabor wavelets are also sensitive to the image edges, which provide better directional and scale characteristics. Moreover, Gabor wavelets are insensitive to illumination changes that can provide good adaptability to illumination change. Therefore, Gabor wavelets have been widely used in visual information understanding, especially in the face recognition domain \[38,39\]. Gabor filters are obtained by multiplying Gaussian filters and a complex wave. A commonly used form of Gabor filters is illustrated as follows:

\[
\psi_{\mu,\nu}(z) = \frac{||k_{\mu,\nu}||^2}{\sigma^2} e^{-\frac{||k_{\mu,\nu}||^2}{2\sigma^2}} \left[ e^{ik_{\mu,\nu}z} - e^{-\frac{\sigma^2}{2}} \right] \tag{4}
\]

where \(\mu, \nu\) defines the direction and length for the Gabor kernel \(z\), respectively. The parameter \(\sigma\) represents the standard deviation.

The evaluation of the class separation capacity for local feature spaces \(\beta_k\) is presented by the Fisher ratio criterion, which is the simplest criterion \[42\]. A large \(\beta_k\) value indicates better class separation capacity, where a multi-category case is explained as follows:

\[
\beta_k = \sum_{i \neq j} \sum_{i \neq j} p(y_i, y_j) F_{ij} = \frac{\sum_{i \neq j} \sum_{i \neq j} n_{ij} n_{j}}{\sum_{i \neq j} n_{ij} n_{j}} F_{ij} \tag{5}
\]

where \(F_{ij}\) is a two-category case between the \(i\)th and the \(j\)th class, that is

\[
F_{ij} = \frac{w^T S_b w}{w^T S_w w} \tag{6}
\]

where \(S_b = (\mu_i - \mu_j)(\mu_i - \mu_j)^T\) is the between-class scatter matrix, and \(S_w = \sum_{s=i,j} \sum_{x \in \mathcal{X}} (x - \mu_s)(x - \mu_s)^T\) \(x \in \mathcal{X}\) is the within-class scatter matrix.

![Discriminative patch selection by the Fisher ratio.](image)

**Figure 4.** Discriminative patch selection by the Fisher ratio.

3.1.2. Discriminant Local Feature Extraction

The tensor tool for processing the hyperspectral data considers the neighborhood correlation across the spatial dimension and the global relationship among the spectral dimension unlike the HFI traditional re-arrangement as band interleaved by pixel (BIP) and band sequential (BSQ).
Related studies have been applied by Li et al. [18], who utilized a robust low-rank tensor recovery algorithm to realize the dimensionality reduction for hyperspectral images which simultaneously preserved the global structure. Du et al. [43] proposed another application of this study that learned basis factors and components based on similarly grouped tensor patches to reconstruct the hyperspectral image. In addition, comparing the low-rank decomposition of higher-order tensors with low-rank decomposition of matrices (second-order tensors), a most significant advantage of the former is essentially unique under mild conditions, whereas the latter is never essentially unique, except in cases where the rank is equal to one, or where we impose additional constraints on the factor matrices [30]. However, a uniqueness condition provides a theoretical boundary for an accurate tensor or matrices decomposition.

A novel local feature extraction method using the tensor decomposition method included the following three steps. A number of patches with M different features \( R_{m=1,2,\ldots,M}^{(m)} \) are extracted from an original HFI \( R^{I\times L\times S} \) (can be seen as a third-order tensor), where \( L^W \times L^H \) represents the spatial size and \( L^S \) represents the spectral band number \((m^W < L^W, m^H < L^H)\). The second step aims to integrate patches with the same features into a fourth-order tensor to extract discriminative features, as illustrated in Figure 5a. As the fourth-order tensors are redundant in both spatial and spectral modes, the third step is to establish a block-sparsity coefficient tensor and three dictionaries matrix to solve the problem of low SNR and high data dimensionality, as illustrated in Figure 5b.

![Figure 5. (a) Local samples of mouth with fourth-order tensor form. (b) Sparse representation for a 4D tensor with a block-sparsity coefficient tensor and three dictionaries matrix.](image-url)

Matrix dictionary learning represents all of the training samples \( A \in \mathbb{R}^{I \times N} \) as a sparse linear combination, expressed as \( A = DZ \). Therefore, a dictionary optimization and enough sparsity of the coefficient can be performed simultaneously in the signal reconstruction process by the following optimization model:

\[
\min_{D,Z} \| A - DZ \|, \text{ s.t. } \|Z\|_0 \leq s \tag{7}
\]

where \( D = [d_1, d_2, \ldots, d_N] \in \mathbb{R}^{I \times N} \) is a redundant dictionary composed of \( m \) atoms, and \( Z \in \mathbb{R}^{m \times N} \) indicates a sparse coefficient vector. A sparse restriction operator can also be a \( l_1 \) norm. Note that matrix dictionary learning can be expanded into 3D space tensor by:

\[
\min_{D^W,D^H,D^S} \sum_{k=1}^{n} \| X^{(k)} - Z^k \times_1 D^W \times_2 D^H \times_3 D^S \|, \text{ s.t. } \|Z\|_0 \leq s \tag{8}
\]

where \( X^{(k)} \in \mathbb{R}^{P^W \times P^H \times P^S} \) are the fourth-order grouped patches of the \( k \)th local feature for all examples; \( n_k \) indicates the total number of \( k \)th patch features; and \( n \) is the total number of local features. In addition, \( D^W \in \mathbb{R}^{d^W \times d^H}, D^H \in \mathbb{R}^{d^H \times d^S} \), and \( D^S \in \mathbb{R}^{d^S \times d^H} \) are the redundant coefficient tensor of patch \( X^{(k)} \).

Since the tensor sparsity value is equal to the number of non-zero entries for a given tensor \( T \), therefore, a origin redundant dictionary \( Z^k \in \mathbb{R}^{d^W \times d^H \times d^S} \) with a sparse limit is expressed as...
\( \theta^{(k)} \in \mathbb{R}^{W \times H \times r} \), where \( r^W \leq d^W, r^H \leq d^H, r^S \leq d^S \) [44]. It is clear that for a grouped 4D tensor, Equation (8) can be rewritten as:

\[
\min_{D^w, D^h, D^s} \| X^{(k)} - \theta^{(k)} \times_1 U_k^{(1)} \times_2 U_k^{(2)} \times_3 U_k^{(3)} \times_4 U_k^{(4)} \| \tag{9}
\]

where \( U_k^{(1)} \in \mathbb{R}^{W \times r^W}, U_k^{(2)} \in \mathbb{R}^{H \times r^H}, \) and \( U_k^{(3)} \in \mathbb{R}^{S \times r^S} \), and \( r^W, r^H, \) and \( r^S \) represent the number of sparsity values that occurred in the \( k \)th local feature along the width, height, and spectral models, respectively. This function is much simpler than Equation (8) because there is no need to consider the tensor sparsity constraints. Meanwhile, the spectral bands lead to the dimensionality reduction. The rank parameters \( r^W, r^H, r^S \) can be solved by the minimum description length (MDL) method based on the mode-\( i (i = 1, 2, 3) \) flattening of each input tensor \( x_{(i)}^{(k)} \) [45].

A common task of a tensor network contractor (NCON) algorithm is the need to evaluate the product of multiple tensors sharing one or more summed indices. As illustrated in Figure 6, when the orthogonal basis factor and core features from the training data are obtained, discerning features (called LFT features) with tag information of training data are generated using a tensor network contractor (NCON) [33] algorithm, and discerning features are extracted for the test data using the basis factors obtained from the training data.

![Figure 6. Local patch features extraction by tensor decomposition.](image)

### 3.2. Global Feature Extraction

Cartesian coordinates are not robust to rotated and scaled images such as a side facial image, but polar Fourier transform is a powerful tool for organizing the understanding of such rotated and scaled images. The pseudo-polar FFT provides a polar-like frequency coordinate system, which conducts exact rapid FT evaluation. Therefore, this paper adopted an algorithm called the polar discrete fast Fourier transform (PFFT) [46] for the hyperspectral facial images classification task. Considering a special case with variables \( u \) and \( v \) equal to 0, that is \( F(0, 0) = \sum_{x=0}^{M-1} \sum_{y=0}^{N-1} f(x, y) \), which indicates that the zero-frequency term is proportional to the average value of \( f(x, y) \) [47]. Therefore,

\[
F(0, 0) = MN \frac{1}{MN} \sum_{x=0}^{M-1} \sum_{y=0}^{N-1} f(x, y) = MN \bar{f}(x, y) \tag{10}
\]

where the \( \bar{f}(x, y) \) is an average value of an input image \( f \). As the coefficient of \( MN \) is usually large, so \( |F(0, 0)| \) is the largest component, which is called the \( dc \) component. The \( dc \) component is the dominate value, so the dynamic range of an image spectrum are compressed, that is to say, the detailed features of an image are totally lost. In this case, the low frequency components of Fourier transform reflect the holistic attribute and the contour of a facial image. Thus, these low frequency features are robust to the local variations including facial expressions, noise, and so on.
In the proposed method, only the Fourier coefficients in low frequency of pseudo-polar fast Fourier transform are reserved as global features. More specifically, a single feature vector is formed by concatenating real and imaginary components in the low frequency, as shown in Figure 7.

**Figure 7.** Global feature extraction by PFFT.

### 4. Ensemble Classification for Hyperspectral Facial Images

A classification ensemble algorithm has been developed as a more robust and stable solution [48] compared to individual classification algorithm in the area of pattern recognition. As shown in [49], global and local features play a different role in face recognition, respectively. The global extraction algorithm describes the global contour features from whole face images. Local extraction algorithm reflects more detailed features from spatially partitioned image patches. For combining the advantages of global and local-based facial features, the ensemble classifier algorithm has become an important research topic. From this point of view, the weight learning related to the ensemble classifier is formulated as the feature classification ability problem of a single classifier. This proposed method improves the accuracy in robust facial image classification.

#### 4.1. Construction of Ensemble Classifier

Discriminative features extraction can obtain the local and global features by tensor decomposition and the polar discrete fast Fourier transform (PFFT) algorithm, respectively. As a local feature embodies discriminatory information for a given facial image, its low dimensionality characteristic can facilitate the operation while the holistic features attributed by the facial organs and facial contour become robust to unconstrained conditions [49]. Obviously, global and local facial features play different roles in the classification process, respectively, thus single classifiers may make different decisions on test images. In this case, an ensemble classifier presents its superiority to single classifiers. A minimum reconstruction error is required for the weight learning of single classifiers.

The proposed ensemble method is divided into two parts: the ensemble of local patch classifiers (ELPC), and ensemble of local and global classifiers (ELGC) [50]. First, ELPC, denoted as $\xi$, can be obtained by the selected single LPC, expressed as:

$$\xi = w_1d_1 + w_2d_2 + \cdots + w_kd_k$$  \hspace{1cm} (11)

where $d_k$ is the $k$th LPC’s properly classified probability obtained by Native Bayes (NB) and $w_k$ represents the weight of $k$th LPC. Second, the $\xi$ is combined with the global classifier $\phi$ to form an ELGC, denoted as $C$,

$$C = w_c\xi + (1 - w_c)\phi$$  \hspace{1cm} (12)

where $w_c$ is the weight of LPC.
4.2. Combination of Multiple Classifiers

As explained in [48], different single classifiers offer complementary information regarding the instances to be classified. Hence, ensemble learning integrates the multiple discriminative decisions made by classifiers to improve the performance in terms of accuracy. Therefore, the proposed algorithm treats the weight learning as a function optimization problem, and the merits of the PSO introduced by Eberhart et al. [51] are simple and easily implemented without gradient information, few parameters; in particular, its natural real coding features are especially suitable for dealing with real optimization problems. It is also based on group iterations, but the particles search in the solution space to follow the optimal particles.

5. Results and Discussion

The following is a discussion on the influence of parameter on both the global and local classifier as well as a comparison between our algorithm with other fusion algorithms and classifications algorithms.

5.1. Hyperspectral Face Database

The experiments were based on the Hong Kong Polytechnic University Hyperspectral Face Database (PolyU–HSFD) gathered by Di et al. [6]. As shown in Figure 8, the database was acquired with the CRI’s VariSpec liquid crystal tunable filter (LCTF) and a halogen light indoor acquisition system, respectively. The database consisted of 25 data subjects of Asian descent including eight females and 17 males between 21–38 years of age. The varying poses included frontal, right, and left view of a subject, and two different time spans of 3–10 months as well as hairstyle changes and skin condition diversification. In data collection processing, positions of the camera, light, and subject were fixed. Each hyperspectral image data cube was 220 × 180 × 33 pixels, with 33 bands ranging from a 400–720 nm spectrum of a step size 10 nm. In this study, we randomly selected 16 out of 24 people including four front faces, three left faces, and three right faces. Therefore, each individual person had 10 hyperspectral image examples, and samples were randomly divided into gallery and probe groups with six and four examples per group, respectively.

![Figure 8. One person from the Polytechnic University Hyperspectral Face Database (PolyU–HSFD).](image)

For all databases, we performed a ten-fold cross-validation experiment, randomly selecting the gallery/probe combination from the samples each time, and selecting average values of the 10 experimental results as the recognition rate of the evaluation algorithm.
5.2. Experiments on Global and Local Classifiers

For the LPF extraction process, an input facial image with $220 \times 180 \times 33$ pixels was cropped into different sizes. In contrast, for a global feature extraction process, a fused facial image was scaled to $117 \times 97$ pixels in order to reduce the computational burden, however, the down scale does not affect the classification accuracy.

5.2.1. Experiments on the Global Classifier

The global classifier focuses on the low frequency Fourier coefficients including amplitude and phase for further classification. The experiment selected the approximate position with low frequency based on the Fourier diagram illustrated in Figure 6. As illustrated in Figure 9, FFT coefficients with a size of $40 \times 40$ pixels were identified after several attempts where the amplitude value and phase value were concatenated into a global Fourier feature vector with dimensions of $40 \times 40 \times 2 = 3200$, and these feature vectors were processed by NB to obtain a global classifier.

![Figure 9. Performance of different sizes of low frequency feature.](image)

5.2.2. Experiments on the Local Classifier

This subsection presents the results of the selected discriminate patches and the rank parameters of each patch feature group, followed by the occlusion detection process and the experiment of local classifiers and their ensemble.

Rank Parameters Learning and Patch Selection

The candidate patches used for the experiment were in the range of $[22, 67] \times [27, 75]$. In the patch selection process, the training sets are randomly divided into two subsets without any overlapping for prediction learning and evaluation learning, respectively. As shown in Figure 10, the first four discriminative patches learned by the Fisher ratio are presented. In addition, rank parameters were learned by the MDL algorithm as illustrated in Table 1, and the first two dimensions represent the spatial information and the third dimension represents the spectral information. For example, the spatial information for Mouth were 36 and 15; in contrast, its spectral information is two.

![Figure 10. The top four most discriminative patches learned by the Fisher ratio.](image)
As each single classifier plays a different role in the ensemble process, the weight learning for them is important. Here, a variety of different ensemble methods and classifiers methods are presented in the following subsection.

5.3. Experiments on the Ensemble Classifier

In order to make full use of the global and the local discriminative information to further improve the classification performance, the global classifier and ELPC were integrated to generate an ELGC. As each single classifier plays a different role in the ensemble process, the weight learning for them is important. Here, a variety of different ensemble methods and classifiers methods are presented in the following subsection.

5.3.1. Comparison of Different Ensemble Methods

In addition to the above mentioned particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm, the performance of weighted-majority vote, Fisher’s linear discriminant, and SWENC are also presented, as illustrated in Table 2. Mao et al. [52] proposed an ensemble method of weighted individual classifiers by singular value decomposition (SVD) for the 0–1 matrix (SWENC) based on linear mapping. As can be seen from Table 2, the performance of PSO was better than that of the other comparison methods.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Weighted-Majority Vote [29]</th>
<th>Fisher’s-Linear Discriminant</th>
<th>SWENC [52]</th>
<th>PSO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.79</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.3.2. Comparison of Different Classification Methods

We compared our method with the best known classification methods based on the fused 2D facial images achieved by the band fusion algorithm [8]. In Table 3, the well-known classification
methods include the PCA method, where 99% energy is preserved for classification; the LIBSVM method [53], which consists of principal component analysis (PCA); Fisher’s linear discriminant (FLD) analysis; and support vector machines (SVM). Note that the aim of FLD combined with PCA is to reduce dimensionality and extract relevant features. In contrast, the collaborative representation based classification with regularized least square (CRC_RLS) proposed by Zhang et al. [54] is a simple and efficient face classification scheme. As shown in Table 3, it can be seen that the proposed method was able to achieve better classification accuracy than that of the other existing classification methods. For example, the CRC_RLS and PLS achieved an accuracy of 0.71 and 0.75, respectively, in contrast, the proposed method was 0.79. From the ROC curve shown in Figure 12, we can also see the robustness of our algorithm. Such numerical results demonstrate that the method proposed in this paper is a highly competitive classification method.

Table 3. Average recognition rates of different methods.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.79</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Figure 12. ROC curve of the proposed method.](image)

6. Conclusions

This paper presented a hyperspectral face recognition algorithm using the ensemble method by exploiting both global and local facial features. The numerical results obtained from the experiments illustrated that the global and local facial features had complementary information that could be combined to improve the classification accuracy rate. The proposed algorithm was tested on a standard hyperspectral database and compared with several existing well known algorithms. On the other hand, the fused facial image comprised the spectral information, not just the spatial information comprised in a grayscale/RGB image, which are efficient for face recognition processing. This is a significant advantage of the proposed method when compared to other existing methods such as CRC_RLS and PLS. In our experiment, it was found that the locally ensemble classifier did not present the deserved advantage when compared to a global classifier. From this point of view, future work needs to increase more discriminative information by selecting more local patches or learning a better ensemble method.
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